
-2020 RED RAIDER BONUS WORKOUTS-
All players can benefit from the various workouts listed below.  You may choose to do these to provide 
variety to your workout regimen and can be done in addition to the 2020 Shooting Programs.   

RED RAIDER BALLHANDLING PROGRAMS 
(BONUS WORKOUTS- BEYOND 2020 SHOOTING PROGRAM WORKOUT)

1. Two Ball Commando-Stationary (30 seconds each) 
a. Same-Knee High
b. Same-Ankle High
c. Same-Head High
d. Alternate-Knee High
e. Right High Left Low
f. Left High Right Low
g. Chase (Figure 8-Clockwise)
h. Chase (Figure 8-Counter Clockwise)

2. Two Ball Active-Full Court-Down and Back-Game Speed/Game Intensity
a. Same-Knee High
b. Alternate-Knee High
c. Alternate Zig- Zag-Knee High
d. Alternate Zig- Zag with a Regular Cross-Knee High
e. Alternate Zig- Zag with a Cross Behind the Back-Knee High
f. Speed Dribble-Thigh High

3. Tight Chairs/Spread Chairs 
Dribble the distance from the baseline to the top of the key performing each the moves listed below 4 times 
within that distance and then finish with a jump stop where you chin the ball.  You should begin with your 
strong hand and then come back with your weak hand.  A variation of this drill is doing each move 4 times 
between the baseline and half court.  (Hesitation/Inside-Out/Inside-Out with a Cross/Sit and Split/Regular 
Crossover)

4. 2 Ball-Chris Paul 
Players will start by dribbling 2 balls and then will move forward, backward, left and right and randomly 
changing direction as they progress.  The first time through the player should dribble both balls at the same time
and the second time through the player should alternate with one dribble up and another dribble down again 
randomly changing directions as they go.  Each set should last for 1 minute.

5. Kentucky Dribbling 
Player will start at half court on the right side of the basket and at the wing will use all the moves listed 
(Hesitation/Inside- Out//Inside-Out with a Cross/Sit and Split/Regular Crossover) and then finish at the 
rim using one of the 6 ways to finish (High Off the Glass/Reverse Layup/Stockton/Power Layup/Vicious 
Pivot/Hips Through).  The player will then do the same dribble on the way back to half court and finish with a 
jump stop, chinning the ball.  The player will use the same move starting on the left side of the basket and again
finishing with a jump stop at half court.  

RED RAIDER FREE THROW BONUS SHOOTING PROGRAMS
(BONUS WORKOUT- BEYOND 2020 SHOOTING PROGRAM WORKOUT)
*RECORD THE NUMBER OF MADE SHOTS AND ADD IT TO YOUR TOTAL FOR THE DAY

1. Larry Bird Free Throw Game 
Player will try to get to 10 points.  You get 1 point for a make, 2 points for a swish and (-3) for a miss.  Again 
your goal is to get to 10.

  
         

        



-2020 RED RAIDER BONUS WORKOUTS- Cont..
RED RAIDER 3 POINT SHOOTING BONUS PROGRAMS
(BONUS WORKOUTS- BEYOND 2020 SHOOTING PROGRAM WORKOUT)
*RECORD THE NUMBER OF MADE SHOTS AND ADD IT TO YOUR TOTAL FOR THE DAY

1. Final Four -3 Pt. Shooting 
Player must make four 3 pt. Shots in a row before moving to the next perimeter spot. 1. Left Wing 2. Right 
Wing 3. Lane Line Left-Top of the Key   4. Lane Line Right-Top of the Key

2. 3-2-3 Three Point Shooting
                  Players will shoot 3 point shots from the Right Corner/Right Wing/Top of the Key/Left Wing/Left Corner by

                          making 3 in a row from the Right Corner and then 2 in row from the Right Wing and then 3 in a row from the
                 Top of the Key and then 2 in a row from the Left Wing and then 3 in a row from the Left Corner.  You then
                 start your way back 2 in a row from the Left Corner, 3 in a row from the Left Wing, 2 in a row from the Top of
                 the Key, 3 in a row from the Right Wing and finish up with 2 in a row from the Right Corner. You cannot move
                 to the next spot until you have the made the required number of shots in row from each spot.

3. Dribble Step-Back 3’s 
Player will work on shooting 3 pt. shots off of a dribble step-back and must hit 2 consecutive 3 pointers before 
moving to the next shot.  1. Right Wing-Left Hand Dribble   2. Right Wing-Right Hand Dribble   3. Left Wing-
Right Hand Dribble   4. Left Wing-Left Hand Dribble   5.  Top of the Key-Right Hand Dribble   6. Top of the 
Key-Left Hand Dribble

4. Raider 3 Pt. Shooting-No Dribble 
Player will need to make 2 -3 pt. shots in a row from each of the 7 spots.  1. Top of the Key 2. Right Corner      
3. Left Corner 4. Right Wing 5. Left Wing 6. Lane Line Right-Top of Key  7. Lane Line Left-Top of Key

5. Viterbo-Transition 3’s 
Players will start at the half court line dribble hard to the right corner and make a 3 pt. shot.  Then dribble back 
to the half court line and back to the right wing and make a 3 pt. shot.  Then dribble back to the half court line 
and back to the top of the key and make a 3 pt. shot.  Then dribble back to the half court line and back to the left
wing and make a 3 pt. shot and finally dribble back to the half court line and back to the left corner to make a 3 
pt. shot.  You then will repeat the same sequence by going to the left corner, left wing, top of the key, right wing
and right corner.  Players must make a 3pt shot at each spot before moving to the next.

RED RAIDER 2 POINT SHOOTING BONUS PROGRAMS
(BONUS WORKOUT- BEYOND 2020 SHOOTING PROGRAM WORKOUT)
*RECORD THE NUMBER OF MADE SHOTS AND ADD IT TO YOUR TOTAL FOR THE DAY

         1.      Red Raider-Ball Screen Finishes 
Player starts with the basketball on the left or right wing and sets a cone, chair, or other object just
inside the three point line to simulate a ball screen coming from the elbow.  The player starts in triple threat and goes off 
the ball screen attacking the basket and finishing with one of the 6 ways to finish.  Advanced players could add the Euro 
Step.  The counter is the player crosses over and drives to the basket (refusing the screen) and finishes with one of the 6 
ways.  Repeat the drill until you have 10 makes from both the right side, left side, and top of the key. 

         2.      Red Raider-Ball Screen Jump Shots 
                  Players will set up a chair, garbage can, or cone to simulate a ball screen and then a player must come off of the simulated  
                  screen and turn the corner hard with 2-3 dribbles looking for a jump shot.  Players will make 10 shots from the right wing, 
                  10 shots from the left wing and then 10 shots from the top of the key area.  Players can alternate going right or left off of 
                  the simulated ball screen. 

         3.      3-2-1 Shooting
Players will shoot a 3 pt. shot, a shot fake 1-2 dribbles and a pull-up 2 pt. shot, and a 2 Foot Finish Lay-Up starting with 

the 
                  left corner, left wing, left slot, top of the key, right slot, right wing and right corner and then work your way back again for
                  1 1/2 minutes keeping track of how many points you make.  Your goal should be to reach a minimum of 30 pts. You get a
                  3 for a 3 Pointer, 2 for a 2 Pointer and a 1 for a 2 Foot Finish Lay-Up. Right the number of points you have down and try to
                  break that personal record every time you shoot.



RED RAIDER POST SHOOTING BONUS PROGRAMS
(BONUS WORKOUTS- BEYOND 2020 SHOOTING PROGRAM WORKOUT)
*RECORD THE NUMBER OF MADE SHOTS AND ADD IT TO YOUR TOTAL FOR THE DAY

1. X-Out Drill 
A player starts at the elbow and has one dribble to finish with a finishing move.  Player gets their own rebound and has two
dribbles to touch the opposite elbow, while keeping their dribble.  They take one dribble to finish, get their rebound, and 
continue to the opposite elbow.  Repeat this until the player has made 20 shots.  Player should focus on power finishing 
moves (Power Lay-Up/Vicious Pivot/Hips Through), however use others (High Off the Glass/Stockton/Reverse Lay-Up as 
well. Make 5 free throws at the end.

2. Tip Drill 
Tip basketball 3 times on right side with right hand and finish on the 4th tip.  Repeat drill with left hand.  Repeat this drill 5 
times with each hand.  Make 5 free throws at the end of the drill.

3. Medicine Ball Drop Steps 
With 2 partners and 2 HEAVY medicine balls, go block to block with finishes.  Make 20 shots.  Each partner must perform
the drill twice.  Make 10 free throws at the end.

4. Dantley Rebounding Drill with Finishes 
Throw ball from block to block, rebounding it outside the lane.  After 5 catches, player finishes with a power move.  
Repeat this drill 5 times.

5. Backboard Pound Drill 
Player bangs the ball on the backboard 5 times, then finishes with a shot fake and finish.  Repeat this drill 5 times.

6. Lane Line Flash Finishes  
Player starts on baseline and runs to the elbow and catches a pass from their partner.  Catch and square up on either foot, 
sweep ball, and finish with a finishing move.  10 made shots on each side. Finish with 5 made free throws.

RED RAIDER 2 POINT SHOOTING BONUS PROGRAMS
(BONUS WORKOUT- BEYOND 2020 SHOOTING PROGRAM WORKOUT)
*RECORD THE NUMBER OF MADE SHOTS AND ADD IT TO YOUR TOTAL FOR THE DAY

         1.      Red Raider-Ball Screen Finishes 
Player starts with the basketball on the left or right wing and sets a cone, chair, or other object just
inside the three point line to simulate a ball screen coming from the elbow.  The player starts in triple threat and goes off 
the ball screen attacking the basket and finishing with one of the 6 ways to finish.  Advanced players could add the Euro 
Step.  The counter is the player crosses over and drives to the basket (refusing the screen) and finishes with one of the 6 
ways.  Repeat the drill until you have 10 makes from both the right side, left side, and top of the key. 

         2.      Red Raider-Ball Screen Jump Shots 
                  Players will set up a chair, garbage can, or cone to simulate a ball screen and then a player must come off of the simulated  
                  screen and turn the corner hard with 2-3 dribbles looking for a jump shot.  Players will make 10 shots from the right wing, 
                  10 shots from the left wing and then 10 shots from the top of the key area.  Players can alternate going right or left off of 
                  the simulated ball screen. 

         3.      3-2-1 Shooting
Players will shoot a 3 Pointer, 2 Pointer, and a 2 Foot Finish Lay-Up starting with the left corner, left wing, left

                  slot, right slot, right wing and right corner and then work your way back again for 1 1/2 minutes keeping track 
                  of how many points you make.  You get a 3 for a 3 Pointer, 2 for a 2 Pointer and a 1 for a 2 Foot Finish Lay-Up.
                  Right the number of points you have down and try to break that personal record every time you shoot.


